
 

 

 

 

 

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS 
CONTRACT 

 
 
1. Definitions 

Specific words and phrases used in this Contract are defined in Condition 19 to this Contract. 

 

2. Warranties 

The Contractor warrants that: 

2.1. the work under this Contract will be carried out in an appropriate and skillful way and with reasonable 
care and skill; 

2.2. all materials supplied will be of good quality and suitable for the purpose for which they are used 
having regard to the relevant criteria, and that all materials used will be new unless this Contract 
expressly provides otherwise; 

2.3. the work under this Contract will be carried out in accordance with all relevant laws and 
legal requirements; 

2.4. the work under this Contract will be carried out in accordance with the plans and specifications and 
any other Contract documents; 

2.5. The manufacturer warranty is five years for domestic use and two years for commercial use in 
most cases, refer to manufacturers website for further advice. Such warranties are conditional on 
regular maintenance being carried out in accordance with the manufacturers’ specifications. 

2.6. The contractors warranty applies to workmanship for a period of 12 months from date of completion. 

2.7. The contractor will respond to the initial breakdown callout. If deemed to be a manufacturer warranty 
fault, the initial callout charges will be the responsibility of the customer. 

The Contractor must, unless the Contract expressly provides otherwise, supply at the Contractor’s 
cost and expense, everything necessary for the proper completion of the work under this Contract and 
for the performance of the work under this Contract. 

The Customer must pay the Contractor the price for the Works in accordance with this Contract. 

 

3. The Site 

The Customer must give the Contractor uninterrupted access to the Site to carry out the Works for the 
duration stated in the Specification. 

The rights granted by the Customer to the Contractor under Condition 3.1 do not convey to the 
Contractor an interest in any part the Site. 

The Contractor must permit the Customer or any person authorised by the Customer to, under the 
Contractor’s supervision: 

3.1. have reasonable access to the Site; and 

3.2. View any part of the work under this Contract. 



 

 

 

3.3. The Customer or the Customer’s Representative must not interfere with the performance of the work 
under this Contract when at the Site. If the Customer or any person authorised by the Customer causes 
such an interference and: 

3.4. the interference causes a delay to the work under this Contract or causes the Contractor to 
incur additional costs; and 

3.5. The Contractor gives the Customer written notice of the delay or the additional costs within 5 
calendar days of becoming aware of the interference, then the Customer is liable to the 
Contractor for the delay or the additional costs. 

 

4. Care of the Work 

The Contractor is responsible for the care of the work under this Contract from the Starting Date until the 
Date of Practical Completion. 

The Contractor must promptly make good, and indemnifies the Customer in respect to, any loss or 
damage to the Site occasioned by any act, neglect or default of the Contractor or the Contractor’s 
employees, agents or subcontractors and must also make good any such loss or damage which is or 
which ought to have been the subject of any insurance required by this Contract. 

5. Contractor to Effect Insurances 

The Contractor must, at its cost, effect and maintain during the course of this Contract the following 
insurances: 

5.1. all insurance required to comply with the WorkCover Queensland Act 1996; 

5.2. all insurances required to comply with the Queensland Building Services Authority Act 1991; and 

5.3. Public Liability Insurance for at least the amount of five (5) million dollars and must: 

- cover the liabilities of the Contractor and the Customer to third parties in respect of personal 
injury, death or damage to property arising out of or in connection with the work under this 
Contract; and 

- Include cross-liability provisions by which the insurer waives all rights of subrogation or action 
which the insurer may have against any of the persons comprising the insured and by which 
each person comprising the insured is deemed to be the subject of a separate policy of 
insurance. 

Prior to commencement of and, upon request by the Customer, during the work under this Contract, the 
Contractor must provide to the Customer copies of the Contract Works and Public Liability Insurances 
effected by the Contractor in compliance with this Condition. 

 

6. Communication between the Customer and the Contractor 

The Customer or the Customer’s Representative must communicate and deal with, and may only 
give directions to, the Contractor personally or the Contractor’s Representative. 

Where such communications or directions are in writing they shall be legible and in English. 

 

7. Commencement and Performance of Works 

On acceptance of quotation the contractor and customer will liaise to ascertain a mutually agreeable 

start date. Prior to the Starting Date, the Customer must provide to the Contractor: 

7.1. A bank reference or other evidence satisfactory to the Contractor of the Customer’s capacity to pay the 



 

 

 

Total Price. 

7.2. Signed quotation, accepting scope of works and all terms and conditions.  

7.3. If the Customer fails to provide the information specified in Condition 7.2, the Contractor may in its 
discretion: 

7.3.1. Extend the Starting Date by the length of any delay in providing the said information; or 

7.3.2. Terminate the Contract. 

The Contractor must diligently carry out the work under this Contract and must not, except as permitted 

by this Contract, delay, suspend, or fail to maintain reasonable progress in the performance of that work. 

 

8. Time for Practical Completion 

The Contractor must achieve Completion of the Works within reasonably acceptable timeframe or as 
agreed upon. 

 

9. Completion 

Completion is deemed to have occurred once commissioning of the system has been completed. 

 

10. Price 

The parties agree that the Total Price comprises the following: 

1. Labour, 

2. Materials & equipment and, 

3. Consumables. 

The Contractor must provide the Customer with the invoice, receipt on completions of the works. 

The parties agree and acknowledge that all pricing, consideration and amounts otherwise payable under 
this Contract (including under any Variation) have been or will be calculated on a GST inclusive basis. 

11. Payment 

The Customer must pay the Contractor the price for the Works calculated and adjusted as provided by this 
Contract in accordance with the following provisions: 

11.1. The Customer must pay the Contractor the deposit (if any) stated upon the signing of this Contract; 

11.2. The Contractor is entitled to claim a Progress Payment when the Contractor has achieved 
completion of each of the stages set out in payment stages. 

11.3. The customer shall pay the contractor the full amount on completion of works unless the customer has 
prearranged credit terms with the contractor. 

11.4. Payment methods can be made by cash, cheque, EFT, or credit card. Please note credit card 
payments will incur a surcharge of 2.6% 

 

12. Interest on Overdue Payments 

The Customer must pay the Contractor interest on overdue payments at the rate of 10 per centum per 
annum, or at the Commonwealth Bank of Australia Standard Variable Rate applicable to home loans at 
the time the payment becomes overdue plus 5 per centum per annum (the ‘default rate’) whichever is the 
lesser rate. 



 

 

 

 

13. Defects after Completion 

The Contractor must make good defects or omissions in the work under this Contract which become 
apparent within twelve (12) months of the Date for Completion. 

Subject to reasonable access being provided, the Contractor must within twenty-eight (28) days of the 
notice being given rectify any defects notified to the Contractor during usual business hours. 

 

14. Variations 

The work under this Contract may be varied by way of an increase, decrease or deletion of work under 
this Contract between the Contractor and the Customer provided that the details of the variation are put in 
writing, before work commences, using a Variation Document signed by both the parties and initialed as 
necessary by the Customer. Either party may give to the other written notice requesting a variation of the 
work under this Contract. 

The Contractor shall give to the Customer the Contractor’s calculation of the change to the price 
consequent upon the proposed variation and the work under this Contract shall be varied when the 
Customer agrees with the Contractor as to the relevant variation in the Variation Document signed by 
the parties and initialed as necessary by the Customer. 

If the Contractor has requested the variation, the Contractor is only entitled to additional payment if 
the variation was necessary because of circumstances that could not have been reasonably 
foreseen by the Contractor when the contract was entered into. 

The Customer shall not unreasonably withhold such consent but the Customer’s consent is deemed to be 
reasonably withheld if the Customer withholds consent because the relevant variation will cause the Total 
Price stated to increase by more than 10%. 

 

15. Assignment and Subcontracting. 

The Contractor may subcontract parts of the work under this Contract to appropriately licensed 
tradespersons, but the Contractor remains liable to the Customer for the work under this Contract. 

 

16. Termination 

If either party is in Substantial Breach of this Contract, the party not in breach may give the other party a 
written request to remedy that breach. 

If the Substantial Breach is not remedied within seven (7) business days, the party not in breach may end 
this Contract by giving written notice to that effect. 

If the Contract is terminated pursuant to this Condition the Customer must pay the Contractor the 
reasonable value of any work properly carried out by the Contractor prior to that termination and which 
has not been the subject of previous payment. 

The right to terminate under this Condition is in addition to any other powers, rights or remedies the 
terminating party may have. 

 

 
 



 

 

 

17. Termination for Insolvency 

Should a party become Insolvent then the other party may, by giving a written notice, immediately 
terminate this Contract. 

 

18. Dispute Resolution 

Any dispute between the Customer and the Contractor arising under or in connection with the 
Contract and which requires proceedings for resolution must be referred to the Commercial and 
Consumer Tribunal. 

Where a dispute has arisen under or in connection with this Contract, the Contractor must proceed 
diligently with the work under this Contract notwithstanding the existence of the dispute. 

 

19. Definitions 

In this Contract, unless the context otherwise requires: 

 Expressions defined or explained in the Contract Schedule have the meaning so defined or explained. 

 “Contractor’s Representative” means the person identified as the person empowered by the Contractor to 
communicate with the Customer, including giving or receiving instructions as to variations. 

 “Contract Period” means the period from the Starting Date to the original Date for Completion. 

 “Date for Practical Completion” means the date stated for practical completion of works as noted on the 
contract, or any extended Date pursuant to this Contract. 

 “GST” means any tax imposed by or through the GST Legislation on supply (without regard to any input 
tax credit). 

 “GST Legislation” means A New Tax System (Goods and Services Tax) Act 1 999 (“Act”) and any related 
tax imposition Act (whether imposing tax as a duty of customs excise or otherwise) and includes any 
legislation which is enacted to validate recapture or recoup the tax imposed by any of such Acts. 

 “Insolvent” means: 

- becomes Insolvent or unable to pay that party’s debts; or 

- commits an act of bankruptcy; or 

- is made bankrupt; or 

- assigns assets for the benefits of creditors generally; or 

- makes a composition or other arrangement with creditors; or 

- Being a company, goes into liquidation or receivership. 

 “Lump Sum Component” means the Lump Sum Component of the Total Price being the sum for which the 
Contractor must supply, in accordance with this Contract, everything necessary for the proper completion 
of the Works and for the performance of the work under this Contract, other than Prime Cost Items or 
amounts for Provisional Sums. 

 “Customer’s Representative” means the person identified on the first page of the Contract Schedule (or 
other person notified to the Contractor as the Customer’s Representative) as the person empowered by 
the Customer to communicate with the Contractor, including giving instructions as to variations. 

 “Site” means the Site to which the works to be carried out. 

 

 



 

 

 

 “Substantial Breach” by the Customer includes, but is not limited to: 

- failing to pay any money due and owing to the Contractor within five (5) business days of the date for 
payment; and 

- Substantially or persistently obstructing the Contractor in the performance of the work under 
this Contract. 

 “Substantial Breach” by the Contractor includes, but is not limited to: 

- failing to perform the work under this Contract competently; 

- failing to provide materials which comply with this Contract; 

- unreasonably failing to replace or remedy defective work or materials; 

- unreasonably failing to perform the work diligently or unreasonably delaying, suspending or failing to 
maintain reasonable progress; 

- failing to effect or maintain any insurance required by this Contract; and 

- Failing to hold the required licenses or authorities necessary to complete the Works. 

 “work under this Contract” means all the work necessary to build the Works in accordance with the plans 
and specifications and this Contract and, unless expressly excluded, includes: 

- work to make the Site accessible to the Contractor; 

 “business day” means a day that is not: 

- a Saturday or Sunday; or 

- A public holiday, special holiday, or bank holiday in Queensland. 


